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Teaching Statement

Teaching interests. I have experience and am interested in teaching core computer science courses
like programming languages, data structures, and software engineering. I am also interested in teaching
technical communication, empirical methods for computer science, and special topics in programming
languages where appropriate. My research develops tools for data analysts; I have a strong interest in
developing a data science course using new technology to investigate the facts and fictions of pressing
social issues.

Fundamentals. Computer science is a rich and diverse field, so it is surprising that many ideas can be
distilled to a small set of common concepts: representation, abstraction, recursion, and counting. Even
the most fiendishly complex system can be decomposed by their application. They comprise the core set
of techniques I use on a daily basis to approach the problems I encounter as a researcher. A computer
science education should continually reiterate how technical concepts are built on these few ideas. Most
importantly, students must develop speaking and writing fluency with these concepts, because good
communication skills are often what distinguishes effective thinkers.

Teaching philosophy. Technical ideas are difficult to convey, even—and perhaps especially—among
people who are well-versed in them. It is easy to forget that we once did not know something. Fortunately,
there are many useful pedagogical techniques one can employ to structure lesson plans. Though it is
unlikely we will ever know a ‘perfect’ way to teach, we can avoid common pitfalls. The following are
some guidelines that I like to follow in the classroom.

I am especially influenced by Lev Vygotsky’s zone of proximal development (ZPD) [1]. In short, the
idea is that for any given student, there exist three ‘zones’ of learning: 1. those learning tasks that they
can perform on their own, 2., tasks that they can perform with some assistance, and 3., tasks that they
cannot do even with assistance. The middle zone, learning tasks that they can do with assistance, is the
ZPD. The ZPD informs the pace at which introduction of concepts should occur, and it makes it clear
when a syllabus is too advanced. As a teacher, I encountered the latter problem firsthand while teaching
the introductory functional programming course at UMass. Fortunately, I recognized the early signs
that the material was beyond students’ capabilities, and we altered the syllabus.

Ideally, we can encourage the classroom to tell us when we’ve left their ZPD. I would rather hear “I
do not understand” than silence. Nearly every colleague of mine has a story about having stayed silent
in class when they did not understand something, for fear of losing the respect of their peers. I myself
had this fear, and regrettably, I did not shed it until graduate school. This is too late in my opinion.
An instructor should make every attempt to change this behavior by encouraging an open, respectful
classroom. The potential benefit is a classroom that tells the teacher whether a lesson is too simple or
too complex. Students also potentially leave the classroom with a valuable communication skill that
helps them succeed elsewhere.

I hold my lesson plans to a high standard, inspired by the “Heilmeier Catechism.” [2] These guidelines
are intended to help focus and motivate communication about research, but they are also applicable to
teaching. While it may be true most of the ideas taught in a conventional computer science education
have stood the test of time, particularly at the undergraduate level, they are nonetheless new ideas
for many students. I see little reason not to expose students to the kind of rationalization used by
professionals in our field. Every lesson should answer:

• What is the central idea? Explain it using no jargon.

• What makes this idea a good one? Why should I care?

• How does it compare with what was done before?

• What are the tradeoffs? How can we tell if it worked?
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These guidelines suggest that lesson structure should proceed from concrete examples to abstract
concepts and not the other way around. Indeed, this is reinforced by research that most people “learn
new material contextually, fitting it into existing cognitive structures” [3]. In short, concrete examples
ground abstract concepts.

I have employed this tactic on numerous occasions to introduce difficult abstract concepts in computer
science like polymorphism and recursion. Many abstract concepts have real-world concrete analogies.
Nearly every student will have encountered or thought about these real-world scenarios before, making
them familiar. For example, once one understands the purpose of a car’s steering wheel, it’s obvious
that all steering wheels “do the same thing,” regardless of shape (polymorphism). Building a brick wall
consists of laying the first row of bricks, stacking bricks on top of bricks, and then stopping when the
wall is the right height (recursion). Ultimately, we most want students to remember the general rule,
but it is important to remember that teachers must work within the limits of plausible learnability.
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